Introduction
COPD is a complex multicomponent disorder with significant physical, psychological, and cognitive sequels that reduce the quality of life. COPD is associated with many extrapulmonary disorders that contribute to increased morbidity and mortality. 1 Cognitive decline is an associated pathology 2 that affects 77% of patients with COPD. 3 This disturbance is probably a consequence of the neuronal damage produced by hypoxemia. Patients with COPD have an altered cerebral perfusion due to arterial oxygen desaturation 4 that may result in cognitive impairments. 5, 6 Cognitive impairment associated with COPD differs from Alzheimer disease. 7, 8 The neuropsychological impairment associated with COPD has a specific pattern characterized by moderate-to-severe deficits in isolated domains, such as attention, memory, executive functions, language skill, psychomotor speed, and complex visualmotor processes. 9 Exercise training is associated with maintenance and improvement of physical and cognitive functioning and psychological well-being. 10, 11 A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials showed that a 14% improvement in aerobic activity coincided with an improvement in cognitive capacity. 12 However, despite the well-established link between exercise training and improved cognitive function, no specific training protocols exist. 13 Furthermore, it is unclear if the positive effects of physical activity on cognition in patients with COPD confer long-term benefits. The majority of exercise training interventions on cognitive function have primarily focused on aerobic endurance training, called aerobic training (AT). Consequently, the aim of this study was to compare the effects of high-intensity resistance training combined with AT (ie, combined training [CT]) vs aerobic endurance exercise intervention alone on cognitive function in patients with COPD.
Materials and methods
This study is a randomized controlled study, with two measurement periods (baseline and trial completed). The assessors of the cognitive and physical tests were formally blinded, whereas the participants and the trainers were not blinded.
Twenty-eight Caucasian male patients with mildto-moderate COPD (I and II levels following the Gold Classification) 14 were recruited for this study (mean age 68.35±9.64 years). The inclusion criteria for the enrollment were as follows: age .50 years; former smokers, Tiffenau index (forced expiratory volume in the first second [FEV 1 ]/ forced vital capacity [FVC]) ,70% and FEV 1 postbronchodilator ,80% of predicted value, reversibility of FEV 1 ,12% of basic value and ,200 mL of absolute value (30 minutes after 400 mg salbutamol inhalation), and stable COPD diagnosis. The exclusion criteria were as follows: contraindication for physical activity practice; usage of oxygen therapy; evidence of dementia, evaluated by Mini-Mental State Evaluation; 15 history of brain injury; history of stroke; history of alcoholism; presence of anxiety and depressive symptoms, evaluated, respectively, by Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety 16, 17 and Beck Depression Inventory; 18, 19 usage of medication influencing cognition; and presence of comorbidity incompatible with the experimental protocol practice. A written consent was obtained from the participants after their being thoroughly informed of the purpose and potential risks of the study. The experimental procedures were designed and conducted following the ethical principles laid out in the 2008 revision of the Declaration of Helsinki, and they were approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of Molise.
The recruitment process was conducted as follows: 72 patients with COPD at the nursing home "Villa Margherita" were enrolled during the 2 months prior to the beginning of the interventional protocols (July and August, 2014) and were considered as eligible. All these patients had not yet been included in any standard rehabilitation program. Successively, the patients were filtered on the basis of the inclusion and exclusion criteria and motivation to participate in the study. Twenty-eight participants met all these criteria. These participants carried out the physical interventions from September 1 to September 26, 2014, and they performed both the pre-and post-assessments. During the interventions, no dropouts occurred. More details about the recruitment and intervention timeline are reported in Figure 1 .
The patients were randomized into two groups of equal numerosity (characteristics are shown in Table 1 ): the first group, called CT (n=14), performed a training protocol composed by high-intensity aerobic and resistance exercises, associated with respiratory, balance, and mobility exercises; and the second group, called AT (n=14), performed a training protocol composed by high-intensity aerobic exercises, associated with respiratory, balance, and mobility exercises.
Both groups performed two training sessions per day, the first one in the morning and the second one in the afternoon, for 5 days/wk, for a total of ten training sessions per week, for 4 weeks. The duration of each session was 30 minutes. Before and after the 30 minutes, the patients performed 5 minutes of warm-up (walking on the treadmill at 35% VO 2 max) and cooldown (stretching exercises), respectively. The description of the exercises and their progression of two protocols are reported in Table 2 .
The patients in both groups were tested, before and after the intervention period, on their cognitive performance with a battery of neurocognitive tests. These tests were chosen for their high reliability and reproducibility and because they have been already used in COPD population. 20 The tests are described as follows, starting from those whose results were considered as primary outcomes:
Rey 15-item memory test (or Rey test) is used to assess verbal memory. 21 In this test, the examiner reads 15 words, and the patients are told to remember all the 15 presented words, independently from their order. The 15 words are read again, and the patients are required to say all the words that they remember for the second time. This sequence of listening and repeating is performed five times, and one point is assigned for each remembered word during each sequence, for a maximum score of 75 points (Rey-immediate recall). After the last sequence, the patients are distracted for 15 minutes, and then they are required to say all the words that they remember in order to evaluate the long-term memory performance. One point is assigned for each remembered word for a maximum of 15 points (Rey-delayed recall [DR]).
Drawing copy test is used to evaluate praxis abilities. 22 In the first part of the test (drawing test I), the patient must International Journal of COPD 2016:11 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Combined training on cognitive functions in COPD copy three geometric drawings. The score is calculated on the basis of the adherence to the original model. The range of the assigned score is from 0 (the worst -no adherence at all) to 4 (the best -perfect adherence) for each drawing (total test score ranges from 0, the worst, to 12 -the best). In the second part of the test (drawing test II), the patient must complete a series of 12 uncompleted geometric drawings to obtain one of the three geometric models used in the first part of the test. The score is calculated assigning one point for each correct line drawn (maximum score of 70), so the total score is from 0 (worst) to 70 (best). In this case also, the time to complete the entire test was considered as scores.
The secondary outcomes of the study were instead the results of the following tests:
Attentive matrices test (attentive test) is a valid instrument to measure the selective and sustained attention. 23 It consists of three numeric matrices (ten columns of 13 numbers from 0 to 9). The participants are required to check specific target numbers in 45 seconds for each matrix. There is one target in the first matrix, two in the second one, and three in the third one. The score is calculated by assigning one point for each target correctly found in the three matrices (maximum of 60 for all the three matrices). The time to complete the three matrices is considered as score.
Raven's progressive matrices tests (or Raven test) are multiple choice intelligence tests of abstract reasoning. 24 The test is composed of three series of 12 figures for a total of 36 figures. In each figure, the patient is asked to analyze a geometric pattern and to identify the correct missing piece among the four or six proposed pieces. One point is assigned for each missing piece that the patient correctly pointed out, so that the total score ranges from 0 (worst) to 36 (best) .
Verbal fluency test is a test for the verbal fluency assessment. 25 In this test, the patient is required to list, in 2 minutes, all the words he knows concerning the four categories: colors, animals, fruits and names of cities (eg, in 
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Combined training on cognitive functions in COPD the category colors, the patient has to list white, black, red, etc.). The scores are calculated assigning one point for each correct word cited, divided into four. The range of scores is from 0 (very poor) to infinite (higher score = higher performance). Furthermore, the patients were tested relative to their physical levels. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed physical training, the patients were tested with the 6 minutes walking test, for the indirect evaluation of aerobic capacity (VO 2 max), whereas the one-repetition maximum was used to evaluate the muscle strength of quadriceps and arms (respectively, measured by leg extension and arm curl isotonic machines), and the data are reported in Table 3 . The one-repetition maximum was estimated by Brzycki 26 using the submaximum method in order to assure the safety of the participants. The intensity of the aerobic sessions, expressed as percentage of heart rate maximum, was monitored in both groups through heart rate monitors. The heart rate maximum was calculated using the Tanaka formula. The Borg Scale was also used to evaluate the rate of perceived exertion.
statistics Participants' randomization into the two groups was performed using a random number list, generated using the online software (https://www.random.org/sequences/, Dublin, Ireland). The procedure described was as follows: a progressive number was assigned to each of the participants in alphabetical order according to their surname; a random number list was subsequently generated; and, in accordance with this random number list order, the participants were allocated in blocks of two participants per group in the order CT and AT. After randomization, analysis of variance (ANOVA) and chi-squared analysis were performed to verify that the four groups were homogeneous at baseline in terms of participants' age, instruction levels, functional status, Medical Research Council Scale scores, severity of the COPD, comorbidities, medications, and cognitive scores.
A multivariate ANOVA with repeated measures was performed to evaluate significant differences between the scores obtained in cognitive test: the two groups were used as between factor for analysis (CT vs AT), whereas the score obtained after and before the training period was used as within factor (pre vs post) and the scores obtained in the cognitive test were used as dependent variables. ANOVA with repeated measures was instead performed to evaluate significant differences on FEV 1 and FEV 1 /FVC between the two groups and between pre-and post-evaluation.
Furthermore, Pearson correlation analysis was performed between the variations in cognitive scores and the variations in physical scores (variations calculated as Δ that was postscores minus prescores), in order to verify if a correlation existed between physical performance and cognitive modifications.
The alpha level for the analyses was set at 0.05. The analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (v.20.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
After the randomization, the two groups were homogeneous in terms of age, instruction levels, functional status, Medical Research Council Scale scores, severity of the COPD, comorbidities, medications, and cognitive scores.
The multivariate ANOVA with repeated measures showed significant differences both between the pre-vs post-exercise training scores (F 7,20 =80.884; P,0.001) and between the two intervention groups (F 7,20 =3.216; P=0.019) and in the interaction time × groups (F 7,20 =4.534; P=0.004). The univariate analysis showed significant differences in between pre-vs postscores in Rey-DR, verbal fluency, attentive matrices, copy drawing II, and Raven test (with F 1,26 between 27.994 and 75.214; P,0.001 for all the five tests). The CT group significantly improved in Rey-DR, copy drawing II, and Raven matrices (F 1,26 between 4.872 and 5.314; P,0.05 for all the three tests) to a greater extent than the AT group. The univariate analysis also showed significant differences in the interaction time × groups in Rey-DR (F 1,26 =5.652; P=0.025), Raven test (F 1,26 =5.792; P=0.023), and copy drawing I (F 1,26 =10.156; P=0.004). These results are shown in Table 4 . No significant differences were found in FEV 1 and FEV 1 /FVC both between pre-and postevaluation and between the two groups. Furthermore, low or no significant correlations between functional and cognitive improvements were found.
Discussion
The main finding of this study concerns the improvement in cognitive function observed after 4 weeks of exercise training This result supports the idea that physical training has the potential to improve cognitive ability in patients with COPD. 10, 27 The second significant finding refers to the comparison between two types of training intervention at high intensity.
The CT group displayed a significantly greater improvement in the Rey-DR, Raven test, and copy drawing I assessments compared to AT group. These results suggest that the strength training combined with AT can maximize the effects of physical training on cognition in patients with COPD. There is a dearth of data investigating the effects of resistance or combined resistance and aerobic exercise training interventions on cognitive function in patients with COPD.
The majority of previous training intervention studies in cognitive functions have utilized aerobic endurance exercise in isolation 13, 28 performed with moderate intensity. 29 The effects of physical exercise on cognitive performance appear to be attributable to various factors. 30 It is well known that the physical activity influences endocrine homeostasis, such as cortisol, testosterone, growth hormone, and hypothalamic hormones, 31 and the hormonal adaptation may be a possible mechanism mediating the positive effects of training. Furthermore, several hormones, influenced by physical activity, produce effects on psychological well-being through the reduction of cortisol, which causes an antidepressive effect. 32 The mood state improvement may indirectly facilitate the cognitive functions. 33 Consequently, it was hypothesized that the effects of exercise on cognition may be attributable to an emotional response that introduces noradrenalin into the central nervous system (CNS) directly. 34 In particularly serotonin and β-endorphin, 35 give positive effects on mood and they may act as a physiological modulators for memory. 36 The execution of free weight resistance exercises promotes a better development of coordinative ability, due to the higher levels of mental effort required for the executions of this type of exercises. 37 Little is known about the neuronal mechanisms involved in the increased neuronal drive in the early stages of strength training, although it has been suggested that this training increased cortical drive to the spinal motoneurons. 38 Strength increments arise as a consequence of numerous factors, but it would make sense to consider strength training as a kind of motor-learning process. 39 Moreover, as shown in a recent study, resistance training can improve the respiratory muscle performance with potential positive effects on blood oxygenation, and consequently, the cognition performance of patients with COPD. 40 Despite there being no direct evidences of the effectiveness of resistance training in improving the quality of life of patients with COPD, a recent meta-analysis 41 showed that resistance training should be incorporated in COPD rehabilitation programs, for positive effects of muscle strength, especially in leg muscles. This aspect may play an important role in delaying the disease progression and also in improving patients' (including COPD) self-efficacy perception. Further studies will confirm this hypothesis. The aerobic component of the training, conducted intensively, may increase the ability of the heart to delivery oxygen 42 and it is possible to assume that it could be the physiological mediator of several mental health benefits related to a better oxygenation and a greater blood flow in cerebral areas. These physiological adaptations probably compensate the hypoxemic damage that characterizes the patients with COPD. 28, 30, 43 On the basis of previous studies, it was hypothesized that aerobic exercises may produce an increase in hippocampus volume and the stimulation of brain-derived neurotrophic factor, which positively influences the memory performances. 28, 44 In the human brain, aerobic exercise can increase the oxidative capability, developing a trophic effect in cerebral centers involved in sensory-motor function and in the central executive function related to the frontal lobe. 
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The hippocampus volume might also be improved by high level of fitness training in humans. 45 The possible beneficial effects of exercise on blood circulation in patients with COPD are also suggested by the results of a recent study of Zambom-Ferraresi et al, 46 reporting a heart rate and blood lactate reduction, especially during aerobic combined with resistance training, in which strength improvements due to resistance training maximize the AT benefits. In addition, acute physical exercise, based on the combination of AT and resistance training, may improve cognitive performance by changing the levels of neurotransmitters in CNS, such as acetylcholine, dopamine, norepinephrine, epinephrine, adrenocorticotropic hormone, and vasopressin. 47, 48 These molecules are important neurotransmitters of the CNS and are able to promote cognitive function. 36 In conclusion, this study has demonstrated from a clinical point of view that the use of combined protocol could be more useful than AT alone in order to improve cognition. These results have been recently highlighted by a meta-analysis of Kelly et al. 49 A recent study concerning the exercise effects on cognition showed different benefits induced by different kinds of physical activity. 50 Variety in the exercise proposals may be recommended to promote cognition improvements in patients with COPD.
Conclusion
Strategies to improve neurocognitive functioning have important health implications to contrast neural degeneration in COPD. Subclinical neurocognitive deficits are associated with an increased risk of neurocognitive impairment, dementia, and mortality. 51 One strategy to improve neurocognitive functioning, which has gained increased attention, is the use of a combined exercise training intervention, in contrast to aerobic endurance training per se. For this reason, the CT protocol could be a possible means for the cognitive rehabilitation of patients with COPD. The moderate number of patients recruited may be a limitation for this study. It was due to the difficulty in recruiting patients with COPD who could be included in the experimentation. Moreover, this study did not analyze specifically the mechanism by which physical activity may improve the status of patients with COPD, and for this reason, the authors can only speculate on these mechanisms to explain the obtained findings. 30 
